These letters are assigned arbitrarily to the respective figures and may very easily be remembered. The first five vowels in order naturally represent 1, 2, 3, 4, 5. - The diphthongs are being composed of u, 1, and u. 5 stands for 6 - ou, for 7 being composed of 0.4 and i 0 - ou for 9 being composed of 0.4 and u. 5. The e and i will easily be remembered for 8 being the initials of the word. In like manner for the consonants where the initials could be consistently retained, they are made use of to signify the numbers: as b for three, f, for 4, b for 6 and n, for 9. The rest were assigned without any particular reason, unless that possibly p may be more easily remembered for 8 or septem, k for eight or octo, d for 2 or duo, t for 1 as being the first constant, and b for five being the Roman letter for 50, than any others that could have been put in these places. Always remember that the diphthongs are to be considered but as one letter, or rather as representing only one figure. Note also, that y is to be pronounced as w for the more easily distinguishing it from i or ayd = 602, pronounced...